Literature Criticism Online contains current and historical views on authors and their works. This database allows you to search by keyword, name of a work, author's name, etc. This database contains articles in full text – that is, it has the first word to the last word of an article.

1. Type in your keywords, name of work, etc. If you are uncertain about the exact title, it is best to search on significant keywords that you think are from the title.

2. “To Kill a Mockingbird” retrieves 117 items. Narrow your search by clicking on a title under “Name of Work”.

3. Clicking on the Name of Work will give you a list of essays to choose from. You can then click on the title of the essay you want to review.
4. Once you decide an essay meets your needs, use the appropriate icons under the Active Article to bookmark, add to folder, cite, print, etc.

5. Click on the third icon under Active Article to use the citation tool. You will need to click on the “APA 6th Edition” tab if you need that style. Click on the “Select” button if you want to copy and paste the citation into your document.

6. It is your responsibility to ensure that the citation conforms to current edition guidelines assigned by your professor. Please note: The URL shown in the citation will not take you to the article when you click on it because it is not saved after you end your search session.
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